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Break the silence of this night 

That stops me to say the right 

I want to say that I never tried 

Your heart is palace & you’re knight 

This is the only dream of my sight! 

 

I am your rope and you, my kite 

To meet me, you need not fight 

“They” need to meet who fright 

To go away from each other’s sight 

But our connection is solid and tight 

You can fly to extremes of height 

You will be my pride and I, your might 

I am your rope and you are my kite 

I have said that I never tried. 

 

Now, hold my hand and hold it quite 

Look into my eyes and make them alight 

Don’t say a word, let me see the white 

Your eyes are saying that you denied 

If you want to go then you have to hide 

That I can see with my plight 

Don’t hide, don’t lie, accept that is right 

Say the truth and try to be upright 

And break the silence of this night… 
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Let me Smile the Way I Want to 

 

Let me smile the way I want to 

Let me live to the fullest, let me sink into 

The eyes that look for me everywhere 

The eyes that hide the affection and the care 

The eyes that scare to have a contact 

The eyes that always compel to distract 

The heart from being attached or interact 

Let me be the part of this very heart that pretend 

To be hard and strict but actually is a blend 

Of wax and stone, quinine and honey 

Cool like moon and warm as sunny 

Sometimes a scary soul, sometimes funny 

Let me solve the enigma of this personage 

So that heart can be freed from mind’s cage 

 

Let the fear vanish and let me face it 

By telling the truth inside bit by bit 

By confessing that my heart can never quit 

Let my tears fall, let my soul shine 

By freeing it from this burden of mine 

By sitting beside you and holding hands of thine 

Let my lips twitch, let my eyes tilt 

The way that I can get the courage to admit 

That the sun can stop warming and sending sunlit 

But how can I stop seeing the dreams my eyes knit 

That the earth can say “no” to the rotation in orbit 

But how can I say “no” to the feelings heartthrobs lit 

Let my tongue stumble, let my heart beat faster 

So that nothing can remain in my heart to torture 

So that the one soul in two can flare in order to 

Let me smile the way I want to, the way I want to… 


